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ABSTRACT
Charge transport through junctions consisting of insulating molecular units is a quantum
phenomenon that cannot be described adequately by classical circuit laws. This paper explores
tunneling current densities in self-assembled monolayer (SAM)-based junctions with the
structure AgTS/O2C‒R1‒R2‒H//Ga2O3/EGaIn, where AgTS is template-stripped silver, and EGaIn
is the eutectic alloy of gallium and indium; R1 and R2 refer to two classes of insulating molecular
units―(CH2)n and (C6H4)m―that are connected in series and have different tunneling decay
constants in the Simmons equation. These junctions can be analyzed as a form of series tunneling
junctions based on the observation that permuting the order of R1 and R2 in the junction does not
alter the overall rate of charge transport. By using the Ag/O2C interface, this system decouples
the HOMO (which is localized on the carboxylate group) from strong interactions with the R1
and R2 units. The differences in rates of tunneling are thus determined by the electronic structure
of the groups R1 and R2; these differences are not influenced by the order of R1 and R2 in the
SAM. In an electrical potential model that rationalizes this observation, R1 and R2 contribute
independently to the height of the barrier. This model explicitly assumes that contributions to
rates of tunneling from the AgTS/O2C and H//Ga2O3 interfaces are constant across the series
examined. The current density of these series tunneling junctions can be described by
J(V) = J0(V)exp(-β1d1 – β2d2), where J(V) is the current density (A/cm2) at applied voltage V, and
βi and di are the parameters describing the attenuation of the tunneling current through a
rectangular tunneling barrier, with width d and a height related to the attenuation factor β.
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INTRODUCTION
Charge transport by tunneling through metal‒molecule‒metal (MMM) junctions―junctions
whose electronic features are modeled by a potential barrier1-9 and by molecular orbitals10-19―
cannot be described adequately by classical diffusion, or by drift transport of charge.20-23 The
classical circuit law states that the total resistance of two or more Ohmic resistors connected in
series is the sum of the resistance of each resistor; that is, the sequence in which these resistors
are assembled does not influence the overall current across the circuit. In quantum tunneling―
where current between two conducting electrodes separated by a thin layer of insulating organic
molecules decays exponentially with the length of molecules present in the junction―a classical
circuit analysis based on Ohm’s laws is not applicable.24,25 Joachim et al.26 used a theoretical
approach based on elastic scattering quantum chemistry (Green’s function method) to formulate
rules describing tunneling transport through an insulating organic molecule comprising multiple
molecular units in series. The rate of tunneling transport can also be modeled by a potential
barrier generated by the insulating molecule; the shape of this barrier can be considered as a set
of barriers contributed by the individual molecular units of which the molecule is made. An
empirical examination of this model, however, has not yet been demonstrated, and an objective
of this paper is to do so.
Here, we describe the rate of charge transport by tunneling through junctions of the form
AgTS/O2C‒R1‒R2‒H//Ga2O3/EGaIn, where AgTS is template-stripped silver27 and EGaIn is the
eutectic alloy of gallium and indium;28 this junction has been characterized elsewhere in detail.28-36
R1 and R2 refer to two insulating molecular units, (CH2)n and (C6H4)m, that are connected in
series, and that have different barrier heights (Figure 1a).We consider the junction to be a
“quantum series junction”25 and evaluate a hypothesis as follows: If each segment (R1 and R2)
2

contributes independently to the shape of the tunneling barrier, changing the position of R1 and
R2 along the junction should not alter the overall rate of charge transport (Figure 1b). Using a
junction of the form AgTS/O2C‒R1‒R2‒H//Ga2O3/EGaIn, we varied the length and permuted the
order of the aliphatic and aromatic units in the junction, and found that the rate of charge
transport is sensitive to the electronic properties of the individual units, but not to the sequence in
which they are assembled. We use a junction having the interface AgTS/O2C, because the HOMO
in this system is localized on the carboxylate group, and does not delocalize into either alkyl or
aryl groups. (That is, using the carboxylate group to anchor the SAM to the bottom electrode,
rather than a thiol, decouples the electrode and the interior of the SAM, so that the HOMO does
not delocalize onto aromatic groups immediately proximate to the interface.) The contributions
to rates of charge transport from the AgTS/O2C interface are thus constant across the series of
molecules examined in this study―including both O2C−(aryl R) and O2C−(alkyl R) SAMs.
When the groups (R1 and R2) at the SAM–metal interfaces interact differently with the metal
electrode (as with Au/S–(aryl R) and Au/S–(alkyl R)),37 the independence of the tunneling
current to the order of the aliphatic and aromatic groups in the interior of the SAMs that we
establish for the system described here do not (and are not expected to) hold.

BACKGROUND
The simplified Simmons equation (eq.1) approximates the attenuation in tunneling current
!"

𝐽 𝑉 = 𝐽! 𝑉 𝑒 !!" = 𝐽! 𝑉 10!!.!"!                                                                                                               (1)
density, J(V), through a rectangular barrier composed of an insulating SAM by an exponential
term in βd. Here d represents the width of the barrier (approximated as the length of the molecule
comprising the SAM), and β is the attenuation factor determined by the electrical properties (e.g.,
the frontier orbital energies) of the molecule. J0(V) is the injection current, and
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describes―among other things―the characteristic of the interfaces between the SAMs and the
electrodes. Eq. 1 contains a substantial number of approximations and does not provide a good
theoretical basis for analysis of tunneling currents;38 it provides, however, a convenient and
commonly used method to summarize and parameterize empirical measurements, and we use it
here in that spirit. Most studies of charge transport have focused on SAMs comprising either
aliphatic or aromatic groups, but have generally not compared them in junctions designed to
simplify the interpretation of such comparisons.39-42 We previously studied the attenuation
factors of aliphatic and aromatic SAMs using junctions with the structure
MetTS/A‒R‒H//Ga2O3/EGaIn, where MetTS is template-stripped gold or silver, A is a thiolate
(–S–), acetylene (–C≡C–), a methylenethiolate (–SCH2–) or a carboxylate (–O2C–) group that
links (“anchors”) organic moieties (R = (CH2)n or (C6H4)m ) to the surface of metal electrodes,
and EGaIn is eutectic gallium-indium alloy covered by a thin film of gallium oxide); we have
characterized this junction in a series of papers.43-47
In the previous study involving organic carboxylates (O2CR),44 we found that the
attenuation factor of n-alkanoates (β = 0.79 ± 0.02 Å-1) is higher than that of oligophenylcarboxylates (β = 0.60 ± 0.03 Å-1), but the injection current (log|J0(−0.5V)| = 3.5 ± 0.2) appears
insensitive to the identity of these two types of hydrocarbons and their interfaces with electrodes.
The difference in β for aliphatic and aromatic carboxylates is in agreement with predictions
based on molecular orbital (MO) theory.2,8,48 Aromatic molecules are characterized by smaller
energy gaps (~ 3–5 eV) between the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) than those of aliphatic molecules (~7 eV) of similar
length.2,49 Furthermore, the HOMO of aromatic molecules aligns more favorably with the Fermi
level of electrodes than does that of aliphatic molecules; this alignment, in a SAM-based
4

tunneling junction, facilitates charge transport by lowering the effective height of the tunneling
barrier.5 These differences in the electronic properties of aliphatic and aromatic carboxylates are
the basis of the differences in β and rates of tunneling.2
Charge tunneling through an insulating molecule comprising both aliphatic and aromatic
units in the structure of the molecular backbone―what we will call here a “hybrid” molecular
system―cannot be described adequately using a simple rectangular barrier. Measurements of
charge transport through Ag or Au/SCH2–(aromatic R)//(aliphatic R)–CH2S/Hg junction have
been studied.49-52 This hybrid structure, however, is problematic for three reasons: i) the noncovalent interface (SAM1//SAM2) between the SAMs introduces an unknown influence on rates
of charge transport in an undefined way.40 ii) In order to observe measurable currents, this type
of study is restricted to short molecules (e.g., n-hexanethiolates) on the Hg electrode; these
junctions short electrically at low voltages (≤ 0.7 V).39 iii) The molecular order and film
thickness of these SAMs is difficult to determine, especially when subjected to the presence of
electrostriction.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
We used junctions with the structure AgTS/O2C‒R1‒R2‒H//Ga2O3/EGaIn to study charge
transport through a linear assembly of polymethylene (Cn) and oligophenylene (Phm) groups. We
wished to determine if each group contributes independently to the barrier, whether the order of
the Cn and Phm groups in the junction determines its properties, or whether the effective β
determined by a plot of log|J(V)| versus d was not simply related to the values of β, and the
length, of the individual segments.53 Specifically, we wished to compare J(V) across junction
with structures AgTS/O2C‒CnPhm‒H//Ga2O3/EGaIn and AgTS/O2C‒PhmCn‒H//Ga2O3/EGaIn
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junctions (m = 0, 1, 2 and n = 0, 2, 4, 6, 8; Figure 1). We prepared junctions that differ only in
the number and the order of Cn and Phm units, and compared trends in rates of tunneling
transport across these junctions. We designed the junction to keep the interfaces (AgTS/O2C and
H//Ga2O3) constant. We use a junction with the interface AgTS/O2C, because the HOMO in this
system is localized on the carboxylate group, and does not delocalize into either the Cn or Phm
groups (vide infra). This localization of the HOMO on the anchoring group allows us to keep the
AgTS/O2C interface constant across the series of molecules examined. There may, however, be
structural details that differ at the H//Ga2O3 interface, since we do not have atomic-level control.
The similarity in J0(V) for n-alkanoates and oligophenyl-carboxylates suggests that contributions
of the AgTS/O2C and H//Ga2O3 interfaces to rates of charge transport are constant across the
compounds we have examined, and that differences in interfaces involving aliphatic and
aromatic groups are minimal.
This study is based on the carboxylate-containing SAMs (O2CR); other interfaces
(especially those based on SCH2R groups) can also be used in this type of junction. We
concluded previously that replacing AgTS/SCH2R with AgTS/O2CR in EGaIn-based junctions
does not significantly change rates of charge transport.44 SAMs of oligophenyl-thiolates (SPhn)
and –methylenethiolates (SCH2Phn), and of O2CPhn and SPhn, are, however, not comparable. In a
separate study,37 we show that the methylene group in SCH2Phn prevents delocalization of
electron density between the oligophenyl (–Phn) and the conducting electrodes (Au and Ag).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We prepared SAMs starting with commercially available 4-alkyl-oligo(phenylene)-carboxylic
acids (O2C-PhmCn) and ω-oligo(phenylene)-alkanoic acids (O2C-CnPhm), and compared their
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rates of charge transport with SAMs of n-alkanoate (O2C-Cn), benzoic acid (O2C-Ph), and
biphenyl-4-carboxylate (O2C-Ph2). The preparation of aromatic SAMs on AgTS followed a
previously reported literature procedure and is outlined in Supporting Information.44,54,55 We
measured and compared J(V) of AgTS/O2C-PhmCn//Ga2O3/EGaIn and
AgTS/O2C-CnPhm//Ga2O3/EGaIn junctions (m = 0, 1, 2 and n = 0, 2, 4, 6, 8) over the range of
±0.5 V as a function of the number of methylene units; we did not observe rectification of
current (Figures S1 and S2). The junction measurements of O2C-Cn, O2C-Phm, O2C-C2Ph, and
O2C-C4Ph were published elsewhere.44,56 Values of the log-deviation (σlog) ranged from 0.1 to
0.3 (corresponding to σ = 1.3 to 2.0; see the Supporting information for the details of the data
analysis); these values are similar to those measured for O2C-Cn and O2C-Phm on AgTS. As
expected from the Simmons equation, J(V) decreased exponentially with an increase in the
length of the Cn segments.
Tunneling current is sensitive to the identity of molecular units comprising the
linear structure of the molecule, but not to the sequence in which they are assembled.
Figure 2 shows a plot of log|J(−0.5V)| versus the number of methylene groups for these two
analogous series. The length of the methylene chain (Cn) was estimated in Å; the length of a
dimethylene (–CH2CH2–; C2) unit is approximately 2.54 Å. A linear-least square fit for each
series (m = 0, 1, 2) yielded an intercept (at the y axis; coefficient of determination, R2 = 0.99),
which represents the extrapolated value of the log-current density (log|J0|) when n = 0; the slope
of the fit yields β for the methylene chain (see Table 1). The trends for the isomers (O2C-PhmCn
versus O2C-CnPhm) are superimposable (Figure 3); that is, the isomeric pairs yield
indistinguishable slopes (β = 0.77–0.78 Å-1 when m = 1 and β = 0.68–0.74 Å-1 when m = 2) and
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intercepts (log|J0| = 1.4 ± 0.2 for O2C-PhCn versus log|J0| = 1.6 ± 0.2 for O2C-CnPh; log|J0| =
0.2 ± 0.2 for O2C-Ph2Cn versus log|J0| = 0.2 ± 0.2 for O2C-CnPh2).
Comparisons of the trends in Figure 3 indicate that i) the values of β for the embedded
alkyl segment in O2C-CnPh (β = 0.78 ± 0.02 Å-1) and for the terminal alkyl chain of O2C-PhCn
(β = 0.77 ± 0.02 Å-1) are indistinguishable from that for O2C-Cn (β = 0.80 ± 0.02 Å-1) and
alkanethiolates (β = 0.75 ± 0.02 Å-1);28 ii) the extrapolated values (when n = 0) of log|J0(−0.5V)|
for O2C-PhmCn and O2C-CnPhm (m = 1 and 2) are indistinguishable from values of O2C-Ph
(log|J | = 1.5 ± 0.2) and O2C-Ph2 (log|J | = 0.2 ± 0.2).44 Based on the measurements of J(V) in
AgTS/O2C‒R1‒R2‒H//Ga2O3/EGaIn junctions, we draw three conclusions: i) both aromatic and
aliphatic units (R1 and R2) in SAMs contribute independently but differently to the height of the
tunneling barrier; ii) the influences of the Cn//Ga2O3 and Ph//Ga2O3 interfaces on the rates of
charge transport are indistinguishable and remain constant across the series examined; and iii)
the tunneling current is sensitive to the length of the individual units (or the number of methylene
and phenylene units) in SAMs, but not to the sequence in which they are connected.
We compared J(V) of three structural isomers O2C-C4Ph (log|J| = −0.24 ± 0.09),
O2C-C2PhC2 (log|J| = −0.2 ± 0.2), and O2C-PhC4 (log|J| = −0.3 ± 0.1) at –0.5 V (Figure 4).
Values of J(V) across these three junctions were indistinguishable: that is, permuting the
positions of phenylene (Ph) and dimethylene (C2) groups along the backbone of the SAM does
not alter the overall rate of charge transport across the junctions. A similar trend in the series of
O2C-PhnC2Phm (n + m = 2; n, m = 0, 1 ,2), where we compared J(−0.5 V) of O2C-Ph2C2
(log|J| = −0.6 ± 0.3; Figure S3), O2C-PhC2Ph (log|J| = −0.4 ± 0.1) and O2C-C2Ph2 (log|J| = −0.6
± 0.3; Figure S4), provides further evidence that permuting CH2 and C6H4 groups in the junction
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does not influence J(V) in these series. Based on these observations, we found that the current
density of the AgTS/O2C‒R1‒R2‒H//Ga2O3/EGaIn junctions can be described by eq. 2, where
𝐽 𝑉 = 𝐽! 𝑉 𝑒 !(!! !! !!! !! )                                                                                                                               (2)
βi and di are the parameters describing the attenuation of the tunneling current through a
rectangular tunneling barrier, with width d and a height related to the attenuation factor β. J0 is
the hypothetical current density of AgTS/O2C‒R1‒R2‒H//Ga2O3/EGaIn with d1 = d2 = 0, but
retaining the chemical and electronic characteristics of the AgTS/O2C and H//Ga2O3 interfaces.
Large orbital overlap between molecular units comprising the SAM influences the
topography of the barrier of the SAM. We changed the extent of electronic conjugation
between the two phenylene rings in the structure of O2C-PhCH2CH2Ph by replacing
dimethylene (‒CH2CH2‒) with vinylene (‒CH=CH‒; O2C-PhCH=CHPh) or acetylene (‒C≡C‒;
O2C-PhC≡CPh). Although these three molecules have similar lengths (~12.4 Å), the rates of
charge transport through conjugated O2C-PhCH=CHPh (log|J| = 0.4 ± 0.2) and O2C-PhC≡CPh
(log|J| = 0.5 ± 0.08) molecules are higher than that of O2C-PhCH2CH2Ph (log|J| = −0.4 ± 0.1)
by factors of 6–8 (at −0.5 V; Figure 5). We estimated the values of the attenuation factor (βcalc)
for the units ‒PhCH=CHPh‒ and ‒PhC≡CPh‒ using eq. 1; the estimates for these two units are
indistinguishable (βcalc ~ 0.36 Å-1) and lower than the values estimated for oligophenylene (βexp =
0.60 ± 0.03 Å-1) and polymethylene (βexp = 0.79 ± 0.02 Å-1).
We performed DFT calculation (B3LYP/6-31G+(d, p)) to estimate the HOMO energy of
the anionic form (e.g., [‒O2C-R]) of these three molecules, since they form SAMs in ionic
contacts with the surface of Ag/AgOx. While [‒O2C-PhCH=CHPh] and [‒O2C-PhC≡CPh] have
a similar HOMO energy (-1.90 eV), the average of the HOMO energy of [‒O2C-PhCH2CH2Ph]
9

(−1.67 eV) is higher. The calculations also indicate that i) the dihedral angle between the two
phenylene (Ph) rings in the structure of [‒O2C-PhC≡CPh] has a minimal effect on the energy of
the HOMO (∆E ≤ 0.05 eV; Table S1); ii) the HOMO of [‒O2C-R] appears to be localized on the
carboxylate group. There is an orbital node on the carbon of the carboxylate group ([‒O2C-R]),
which might limit the delocalization of p orbitals between the aryl groups and the negatively
charged carboxylate group (and perhaps restricts, the delocalization of electron density of aryl
carboxylate-bound silver (e.g., Ag/O2C-R) across the Ag/O2C interface). We thus attribute the
indistinguishable J(V) of O2C-PhCH=CHPh and O2C-PhC≡CPh to the similarity in the heights
of the tunneling barrier. These results suggest that the delocalization of π electrons between the
unsaturated functional groups in ‒PhCH=CHPh‒ and ‒PhC≡CPh‒, decreases the overall height
of the barrier and increases the rates of charge transport relative to that of ‒PhCH2CH2Ph‒ and
saturated alkanes with similar widths.
J(V) = J0(V)exp(-β1d1 – β2d2) can be derived theoretically using a multi-barrier
model and a tight-binding model. To understand the condition required for eq.2 to approximate
the rate of charge transport across junctions of the structure AgTS/O2C‒R1‒R2‒H//Ga2O3/EGaIn,
we modeled the experimental system using two theoretical approaches in the framework of
Landauer theory: (i) a multi-barrier model, using a wavefunction method; (ii) a tight-binding
model, using a Green’s function method. (The Supporting Information details the mathematical
derivations of eq. 2 and the corresponding assumptions.) Landauer theory has been used to
describe tunneling at the single-molecule level;57 here we use this theory to approximate the
current density, J, across a SAM. We assume that charge transport is through-bond (i.e. the
charge travels along the backbone of the molecules) and neglect lateral, through-space, or
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intermolecular charge transport. The current density J across the assembly of N molecules in an
area A can be described by eq. 3, where ℎ is Planck’s constant, 𝑒 is the elementary charge, and
𝐽=

! !! ! !
!

!

𝑇 𝐸!

(3)

𝑇 𝐸!   is the transmission function at the Fermi level. Eq. 3 indicates that J is proportional to
T(EF).
First, we used a multi-barrier model (approach i) to model charge transport through the
SAM and compute the transmission functions. When an electron passes through molecular series
junctions, it tunnels across the individual barriers formed by the electrodes, by the interfaces, and
by the R1 and R2 units. From the experimental observations, we conclude that the interactions
between the R1 and R2 units do not significantly influence their electronic properties (and thus
the values of β1d1 and β2d2), and that the other properties of the junction (e.g., the contribution of
the interfaces between the SAMs and the electrodes) remain constant across all the compounds
examined. Within this framework, we can calculate the transmission function in eq. 3 and derive
the form of eq. 2 with 𝛽! =

! !!!!
ℏ

and 𝛽! =

! !!!!
ℏ

, where 𝑉! is the height of the potential

barriers (i.e., the difference between the HOMO of the molecular units and the Fermi level of the
electrodes). The variables and constants 𝑁,  𝐴, 𝑒, 𝑉, and  ℎ are absorbed in 𝐽! , which is a function
of 𝑉.
The second approach―which uses a tight-binding model and Green’s function―is more
general than the multi-barrier model and allows us to consider coherent inelastic tunneling,58
many-body interactions,59 light-driven transport,14,60 and the influence of the electrodes by
introducing self-energy. In previous work, Frisbie,38,48 Chen,19 and Ratner,53 modeled the rate of
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charge transport across molecular junctions, and included the considerations of orbital overlap
between the molecular units and the electrodes, within the framework of an approach based on
Green’s function.61,62 Here, we adopt the same assumptions (used in the multi-barrier model): the
influence on rates of charge transport from the electrodes is constant, and each molecular unit
(e.g., R1 and R2) is modeled as a form of a molecular orbital that only interacts electrically with
neighboring units. We derive eq. 2 with 𝛽! =

!!!
!!

ln |

!! !!!
!!

| and 𝛽! =

!!!
!!

ln |

!! !!!
!!

|, where 𝑁! is

the number of 𝑅! units, 𝜖! is the HOMO energy of 𝑅! units, and 𝑡! is the coupling between 𝑅!
units. This result indicates that increasing the gap (|EF – 𝜖! |) between the HOMO of the
individual units and the Fermi level of the electrodes increases the value of β, and that large
electronic coupling between the R1 and R2 units (as a form of delocalization of molecular orbitals)
decreases the value of β.

CONCLUSION
This paper describes experiments that test the relationship of tunneling current to the order of
aromatic and aliphatic groups in junctions of the form AgTS/O2C‒R1‒R2‒H//Ga2O3/EGaIn
(where R1, R2 = (CH2)n and (C6H4)m). The experiments are designed to make the contributions
from the interfaces to the rates of tunneling constant; that is, the electronic characteristics of the
AgTS/O2C and H//Ga2O3 interfaces can be considered to be approximately constant across all the
compounds studied. DFT calculations show that the HOMO of these junctions is localized on the
carboxylate group and does not delocalize into the aryl or alkyl groups.
In the context of experiments in which we consider the Ag/O2CR and H//Ga2O3
interfaces to be constant, we examined the sensitivity of tunneling currents to the permutation of
R1 and R2 in the junction, and derived a form of the modified Simmons equation (eq. 2),
12

J(V) = J0(V)exp(–β1d1 – β2d2), to describe the rate of charge transport across these junctions. The
key experimental finding is that the tunneling current is independent of the order of the aliphatic
and aromatic groups in junctions of the form AgTS/O2C‒R1‒R2‒H//Ga2O3/EGaIn. Using a
potential barrier model that explicitly assumes constant contributions to rates of tunneling from
the interfaces between the SAMs and the electrodes, we found that (CH2)n and (C6H4)m segments
contribute independently but differently to the shape of the tunneling barrier, and that the values
of β for (CH2)n and (C6H4)m are independent of the order in which they are assembled.48 We
expect this conclusion to hold only when the molecular units (R) being considered are isolated
electronically from strong interactions with the electrodes.
These conclusions are important in understanding the relationship between the energetic
topography of the tunneling barrier and the rate of charge transport by tunneling across it, and in
designing tunneling barriers. We conclude from these studies (at least for SAMs comprising
mixture of simple aliphatic and aromatic groups) that the value of β for each type of groups is
constant and independent of its neighboring groups, and also independent of the bottom and top
junctions, since these aromatic and aliphatic groups make independent contributions to the
tunneling barrier. The design of a barrier for a potential combination of overall β and J0 is more a
question of the ease of synthesis of the groups than of the particular order in which they are
assembled.
We caution that these conclusions rest on data from a particularly simple system, and
may not hold if, for example, unsaturated groups can interact across short oligomethylene linkers,
or for system where large, embedded dipoles interact with one another. In the region of low
applied bias (≤ 0.5 V), the measurements of tunneling across AgTS/O2C‒R1‒R2‒H//Ga2O3/EGaIn
confirm (as suggested by Joachim26) that an expression of the form of eq. 2 is valid when R1 and
13

R2 contribute independently to the shape of the tunneling barrier, and the other properties of the
junction (e.g., the contributions of the AgTS/O2C and H//Ga2O3 interfaces) remain constant; in
this circumstance, the rate of charge transport is insensitive to the sequence in which the units R1
and R2 are assembled. When the sequence, or the chemical interactions between the molecular
units in the junction or at the SAM–metal interfaces, induces significant changes in the electronic
structure of the individual units or their assembly (through, for example, the delocalization of
electron density in –PhCH=CHPh– and–PhC≡CPh–), we detect changes in both the topography
of the tunneling barrier and the rate of charge transport.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of molecular series tunneling junctions with the structures
AgTS/A‒R1‒R2‒T//Ga2O3/EGaIn and AgTS/A‒R2‒R1‒T//Ga2O3/EGaIn; the difference between
these two junctions is the position of R1 and R2 in the junctions. The organic insulating layer
(A‒R2‒R1‒T ) consists of four components connected in series: an anchoring group A, two
groups R1 and R2 that are aliphatic and aromatic, and a terminal group T. The layer is
sandwiched by two electrodes (AgTS and Ga2O3/EGaIn), where the anchoring group A is
chemically bound to the bottom template-stripped silver electrode (AgTS) and the terminal group
T is in van der Waals contact with the top Ga2O3/EGaIn electrode. This model explicitly assumes
contributions to rates of tunneling from the anchoring group A, the terminal group T, and the
AgTS/A and T//Ga2O3 interfaces to be constant. (b) We analyze these junctions using a multibarrier model, where the HOMO energy of each unit determines the effective height (∆E) of the
corresponding barrier; EF is the Fermi level of the electrodes. Here, R1 represents an aromatic
group which has a lower barrier than that of aliphatic groups (R2).We assume that the barrier of
each component, including R1 and R2 and the interface between molecules and electrodes
(T//Ga2O3 and Ag/A), is independent of the sequence in which they are assembled and
contributes to the overall shape of the barrier.
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Figure 2. Plots of log-current density (log|J|) against the number of methylene units for junctions
comprising of (a) O2C-PhmCn and (b) O2C-CnPhm (m = 0, 1, 2 and n = 0, 2, 4, 6, 8) at −0.5 V.
The results of electrical measurement are inserted in the figure. The length of the methylene
chain (Cn) was estimated in Å; the length of an ethylene (C2) unit is approximately 2.54 Å.
Intervals (∆log|J(V)| = 1.2‒1.5) between the slopes reveal the contributions of an additional
phenylene unit to the rate of charge transport across the junctions.
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Figure 3. Plots of log-current density (log|J|) against the number of CH2 at −0.5 V. The linearleast square fits generate slopes for (a) O2C-CnPh (solid line) and O2C-PhCn (dotted line), and
for (b) O2C-CnPh2 (solid line) and O2C-Ph2Cn (dotted line). The results of electrical
measurement are inserted in the figure. These analogous junctions show indistinguishable slopes
and intercepts (at the y axis).
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Figure 4. Histograms of log|J| data derived from (a) O2C-C4Ph, (b) O2C-C2PhC2, and (c) O2CPhC4 at −0.5 V. Each histogram is fitted with a Gaussian curve (black curve) and the gray dish
line aligns J(−0.5V) at 1.0 A/cm2. The current densities for these three isomers are
indistinguishable. The value for O2C-C4Ph was adapted from ref. 56.
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Figure 5. Histograms of log|J| data derived from (a) O2C-PhCH2−CH2PhH, (b)
O2C-PhCH=CHPhH, and (c) O2C-PhC≡CPhH at −0.5 V. Each histogram is fitted with a
Gaussian curve (black curve) and the gray dish line aligns J(−0.5V) at 1.0 A/cm2.
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Table 1. Summary of current densities (A/cm2) derived from junctions comprising SAMs of
O2C-CnPhm and O2C-PhmCn (where m = 1, 2 and for Cn = (CH2)n, n = 2, 4, 6, 8) on templatestripped silver substrates at −0.5 V.

n

O2C-CnPh

O2C-PhCn

O2C-CnPh2

O2C-Ph2Cn

log|J| ± σloga

log|J| ± σloga

log|J| ± σloga

log|J| ± σloga

2

0.70 ± 0.10b

0.4 ± 0.3

-0.6 ± 0.3

-0.6 ± 0.3

4

-0.24 ± 0.09b

-0.3 ± 0.1

-1.3 ± 0.2

-1.4 ± 0.1

6

-1.10 ± 0.20

-1.1 ± 0.2

N/A

-2.2 ± 0.2

8

-1.90 ± 0.40

-2.0 ± 0.3

N/A

-3.1 ± 0.2

0

log|J0| = 1.6 ± 0.2

log|J0| = 1.4 ± 0.2

log|J0| = 0.2 ± 0.2

log|J0| = 0.2 ± 0.2

β = 0.78 ± 0.02 Å-1

β = 0.77 ± 0.02 Å-1

β = 0.68 ± 0.02 Å -1

β = 0.74 ± 0.02 Å -1

a

A linear-least square fit for each series of SAMs yielded a slope and an intercept; the slope is the attenuation
factor, β, for the polymethylene chain and the intercept at the y axis represents the extrapolated value of the
log-injection current (log|J0|) when n = 0. We estimated the width of the barrier, d in the Simmons equation,
by the length of the methylene chain (Cn) in Å modeled using ChemBio3D software (CambridgeSoft).
b
The value was adapted from ref. 56.
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